By Bonnie Brazzell and Gil Lowerre

Who’s fueling voluntary sales?

T

his is the last in our series of
columns on the voluntary
industry sales results for
2014. The first article looked at
overall voluntary sales for the year,
and the second reviewed sales
by product and platform. This
article spotlights sales by
distribution segment.
BenefitsPro.com
Total voluntary sales
Read “Voluntary
for 2014, according
takeovers hit new high”
to our annual U.S.
Voluntary/Worksite
Sales Report, were $6.89 billion.
Benefit brokers continued to account for the largest share of voluntary sales, though their
percentage of total sales stayed relatively unchanged at 57 percent. (There was a slight
increase in the share from 56.6 percent in 2013 to 57.2 percent in 2014.) Career agents again
had the second highest
share but as in prior years,
sales mix by distribution segment
that share has continued to
decrease, down to 18 percent
Benefit Brokers
from 19.4 percent in 2013.
As can be seen in the
accompanying chart, three
Career Agents
of the segments had sales
increase over 2013, while
two showed decreases.
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increase / decrease in sales OVER 2014 by distribution segments
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This is part three of a three-part series. The annual U.S. Voluntary/Worksite Sales Report
includes data from 1997-2014 and detailed results for more than 60 carriers.
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who’s who?
Career agents
Work primarily for a single
company and sell that company’s
voluntary/worksite products. Aflac
and Colonial reps are examples.

Classic worksite
brokers
Focus primarily on voluntary
sales. Their operations may be
small or medium sized, and
they typically sell directly to
employers and may offer support
services to their clients.

Worksite specialists
Consists of large marketing
organizations whose primary
focus is voluntary sales. Benefits
communication is a key service
offered by this group. Most
specialists work primarily on
cases brought to them by other
brokers who need their expertise
in voluntary.

Benefit brokers
Typically focus on employee
benefits, particularly traditional
group benefits. Some are actually
benefits agencies inside of a
commercial lines agency. For all,
voluntary products are generally
offered as an additional line.

Occasional worksite
producers
Insurance generalists. They
have a small agency that sells
insurance products other than
voluntary/worksite—group,
individual, or property/casualty.
Worksite products are a small
part of their operation.
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